This declares that the following designated product:

MASTER 500
Model No.: MASTER 500, MASTER 100, MASTER 250, MASTER 500+, MASTER 700, MASTER 700+, MASTER 900, MASTER 900+

Brand Name: NEBULA MIST

Complies with the requirements of the European Community Directive 2014/35/EU.

Assumption of compliance of the product with the requirements relating to the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) was based on the following standards:

EN 62233: 2008

This declaration is the responsibility of the applicant

YILMAZ SOGUTMA EKIPMANLARI SAN. VE TIC. A.S.
SANAYI CADDESI KEDISEVEN SOKAK NO: 4/A ULUS ANKARA
TURKEY

This DOC is only valid in connection with test report number: CGZ3170220-00312-L

CTS (Ningbo) Testing Service Technology Co., Ltd.
Fl.1 & 8 West, Bldg. B, No. 66, Qingyi Rd., Hi-Tech Zone,
Ningbo, Zhejiang, China